A Man Supposed to be Killed by Mattole Indians.—We learn from Mattole that a man by the name of Smith, of that Valley, is missing, under such circumstances as leaves no doubt that he has been killed by the Indians. It seems he was engaged, alone, in erecting a house, on his claim, and had not been seen for several days, when some one passing that way found his horse and dog tied up near his unfinished house, and not seeing him about, suspicion was aroused, and search instituted. An Indian rancheria near his place was found to be deserted by the Indians, and on further examination traces of blood were discovered at several places leading from the rancheria to a ravine, which the Indians had endeavored to cover up. Their sudden leaving, connected with the indications, has fixed the suspicion upon them as the murderers of Mr. Smith. His body had not been found at last accounts, but search was yet being made.